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Reliance on patient's voice prevents the request of care for
those with speech impediments due to their condition.

Permits patients to have vague requests at the
inconvenience of nurses

Aging technology that often malfunctions and unintentionally
activates the patient's call-light

 
CURRENT SYSTEM: RAULAND RESPONDER III

 

 

CURRENT FLAWS THE DEVICECURRENT FLAWS THE DEVICE



T.O.A.S.T
Transparency

- What is the problem you've identified?
During my internship at Henry Mayo hospital, I observed that patients were
requesting for the wrong healthcare worker for their care request, disrupting the
workflow of nurses. For instance, patients may request a nurse to help them to the
restroom, which is a responsibility of the patient care assistant. This prevents the
nurse from tending to a patient that requires urgent attention. Nurses lose track of
requests for patient care, which leads to patient dissatisfaction with the delivery of
care. The existing call-light system provides far too much freedom for patients to
make care requests, leading to inefficiencies in healthcare delivery.
 
 - How am I directly involved?
As a nursing unit volunteer, where I communicate patient care requests to nurses, I
regularly observe the frustration that nurses experience with the lack of organization
for care requests, as well as the functional deficiencies of the current call-light
system.

A bedside touch screen device
A display of the queue of patient care requests on the Henry Mayo app of the nurse
iPhones

A display on the central console of patient care requests, and their status of fulfillment

- What is my idea? How does this relate to the problem I've
identified?
I brainstormed a solution with three main components for a solution:

The current reliance of a patient’s voice prevents the request of care for those with
speech impediments due to their condition. The proposed bedside device introduces
touchscreen technology that addresses this issue. The proposed solution displays
patient requests on nurses’ phones and a central console that organizes and tracks
requests as they are completed. 
 
As a direct replacement to the current Rauland Responder III call-light system, I
designed a touchscreen graphical user interface (GUI) for patients to request
specific needs to either nurses or patient-care assistants. 

The GUI would be coded in
Python, which would be run on a
Raspberry Pi chip that would be
placed in an e-ink touchscreen
host. Placed on the patient’s
bedside table, the device would
be easily accessible and would
feature indefinite screen time as a
result of the e-ink display.

OPPORTUNITYTransparency OPPORTUNITY



T.O.A.S.T
ANALYSIS

- What else is out there? How is my idea different?
 
 

 
There are existing systems that address the lack of organization of patient care
requests by displaying requests on a central console and on nurse phones. However,
the overall themes of these systems are limitations to the variety of requests that
patients can make, and they fail to assign requests to specific healthcare workers

- What are the steps to tackling this project? What

resources will I require?
I began this project through the observation of design flaws in the existing call light
system at Henry Mayo, the Rauland Responder III. In addition, I took note of the
inefficiencies of the workflow of nurses as a result of these flaws.
 
Recognizing touch screen technology as a potential solution, I researched and
identified low-cost, feasible methods for designing the device, where I stumbled upon
the Raspberry Pi and e-ink touchscreen technology. I designed my device with initial
sketches before moving to Photoshop and Fusion 360 to conceptualize the device.
Following the initial creation of the device, I received input from 25 nurses regarding
the device feasibility, as well as ideas for elevating the design that I used.
 

STRATEGY

TRANSFORMATION
- What does success look like for this project?
I will determine the success of this project based on feedback from both patients and
nurses about the device’s usability and feasibility. Henry Mayo’s five nursing units
could implement this device into the patient rooms of their respective units. In
addition, nurses could download an app that allows them to receive the data output
from the patients’ tablets.
 

 ← TekTone Tek-CARE400 P5+

Austco IP-BASED SYSTEM → TRANSFORMATION

STRATEGYANALYSIS



Feasibility Study
Results

DEMOGRAPHICS
AVERAGE AGE: 
(in years) 43.8

SPECIALTIES:

INFORMATICS
EMERGENCY
ICU
Progressive Care
Med/surg

AVG YRS WORK
EXPERIENCE: 28.3

DEMOGRAPHICS OVERALL IMPression

LIKES/DISLIKESLIKES/DISLIKES

OVERALL IMPression

What do you like about my device:

SPECIFIC REQUESTS TOUCHSCREEN TECH

EVERYTHING!
YOU WILL KNOW WHAT A

PATIENT NEEDS RIGHT AWAY!

What do you NOT like about my device:

COMFORT TAB MAY NEed to be
re-labeled as linens

CHOICES ARE LIMITED

PERHAPS TOO HIGH-TECH
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 ← DIAGRAM

 ↓ INTERFACE
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